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the brakes off caterers



Alt photos shown from Stewart's Mobile Concepts
BY SARA STURGES

necessary evil of an off-site caterer's life is

setting up a makeshift kitchen or working out

of an unfamiliar kitchen' Reminds me of the

stress involved in a visit to the dentist's office.

we lose sleep over it the night before, wonder-

ing about the possibility of error once there and how

much it will cost. The time and energy that goes into

transporting the food and equrpment to the event

seems comparable to the time lost while flipping

through gossip magazines, waiting for Doctor Mouth

to call your name.

off-site caterers know that a lot of planning and

responsibility goes into setting up shop; from site

inspections to checking for proper electricity, water

sources, exhaust systems, doonluay size and available

equipment, to planning for loading and unloading

food and other equipment and what foods can be

safely pre-prepared ahead of time without losing their

flavor and texture.

There's got to be a solution to the madness! Per-

haps the answer to every off-site caterer's prayers lay

in the perks of owning a mobile kitchen.
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{WI DE STANCE I BETTER BALANCE>

4 TIMES $AITR

SPEC'D BY MORE NATIONWI DE

CHAIN RESTAURANTS.

For further informotion pleose contoct us ot:

1.800.538.2t63 or go to: SKORR.COM
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On the road agctin
It sure seems like anything gas pow-

ered makes life easier. ln our fast-paced,

convenience-d riven society, we expect

things to be done when we want them done

and patience wears thin if something gets

held up. Time, after all. is of the essence.

Keith Futerman of Stewart's Mobile

Concepts in Huntington Station, N'Y' says

mobile kitchens save an enormous amount

of time, compared to what it takes to build

and breakdown a crude makeshift kitchen

in a tent.

"Besides the time-saving benefit,

mobile kitchens allow caterers the oppor-

tunity to set themselves apart from their

competition," Futerman says. He explains

a mobile kitchen allows him to produce

events in remote areas like beaches, parks,

open fields, and busY urban areas,

Futerman also points out the advan-

tage of meeting local board of health

codes for food preparation, which is

achieved through a sanitary mobile

kitchen. Pulling up to an event with a fully

functional kitchen tugging along behind

eliminates a caterer's concerns about

food safety while transPorting.

Mobile kitchen builder, Tim Mclem-

ore of Grover Brothers Restaurant Equip-

ment in Hattiesburg, Miss., says since

local health codes are different from

one place to another, he does as much

research as possible on local health

codes and regulations before building

a kitchen to make sure the client is not
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feature
stuck with a trailer that doesn't meet his

or her county's health requirements.

Rocd map
Mclemore says his company has

a basic layout for the kitchen interior.

However, the layout really depends on the

wants and needs of the customer.

Similar to the process of building an on-

premise, commercial kitchen, it's important
to determine what type of menu will be

offered in order to come up with a conclu-

sion of the necessary kitchen equipment.

The goal when constructing the mobile

kitchen, according to Mclemore is to

maximize the amount of space and effi-

ciency inside the trailer, so that the most

volume with the small allotted space can

be achieved.

Layout is definitely important in Futer-

man's expert opinion. "You really need to

think about how each area of the kitchen

will be utilized by the staff," he says. "For

example, you'd want to position a pan

rack or a stainless steel counter top near a

convection oven so that when a hot pan is

taken out of the oven, the chef has some-

where convenient to place it."

Futerman also recommends that a

hand sink be placed an equal distance

from where the staff is doing any sort of

raw food preparation. "For instance, if

you have a 36-foot kitchen, you'd want to

place the sink somewhere close to the mid

point, so the staff doesn't need to walk all

the way to the other end of the kitchen to

simply wash or rinse their hands," he says.

Under counter reach-in refrigeration is

important for a caterer's preparation tables

as well as overhead shelving to store

spices, sanitary products, and other items,

Futerman adds. "The goal is to minimize

the steps your staff has to take to get their
job done."

Sticker price
While the idea of owning a kitchen on

wheels certainly is an appealing thought, it
is also an expensive one. Especially since

the shell of the trailers needs to be custom

built to accommodate for the extra height

and door and window placements, not to
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Stewart's M obi le Co nce pts

mention an entire kitchen built within it.
As a current special, Grover Brothers

Equipment offers an 8.S-foot by 24-foot mobile

kitchen, which is 1 00 percent self-contained.

It includes a full portable water system and a
1 sKW LP generator. The price for the unit is

$b4,soo,
Mclemore says he likes to allow between

six and eight weeks to build the unit. Since it is a

big investment, he will get an idea of a caterer's

budget f irst and then provide size and equip-

ment options that stay within their means.

Stewart's Mobile Concepts specializes in

leasing its mobile kitchens for short- or long-

term events, "ln times like these, a lot of cater-

ers may not be able to afford the cost of having

a mobile kitchen custom built," says Futerman.
"Caterers can contact us to provide this

costly equipment at a fraction of the cost to
build outright, therefore reducing their cash

outlay, and making it possible for them to
successfully complete events they might not
have been able to handle without a profes-

sional mobile kitch€fl," he adds.
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